Lung cancer growth dynamics.
Mathematical modeling furnishes valuable and otherwise unattainable insights, some counterintuitive, into the natural history of lung cancer. We modeled lung cancer growth dynamics to show that: (1) early diagnosis of lethal lung cancer by means of radiographic or CT screening is an unattainable goal. (2) At a given dimension and constant tumor volume doubling time, the rate of diameter increase is an exponential function (base 1.26) of the number of tumor volume doublings, and the rate of increase in volume, a quadratic function of the radius. (3) This methodology delineates the magnitude of diameter increase in small nodules required to discern volume growth. (4) Under the assumption of a high degree of compliance with sequential screens in large-scale trials, mean tumor volume doubling time can be estimated from the prevalence:incidence ratio. For example, in the Mayo Clinic computerized tomography trial, stage IA tumor volume doubling time was 230 days.